ENZYMES COMBINED WITH PROBIOTICS... it's perfect digestive harmony!

You know that uncomfortable feeling you get when your digestion is out of sync? Digestive process needs some help?

No worries! Dual-Action Enzyme Probiotic Complex has you covered... all the way through your digestive system. It helps make your digestive system sing with 9 active, naturally-based enzymes that help break down fats, carbohydrates and proteins into absorbable nutrients. Plus, 2 billion bio-active probiotics that help assist with natural digestion and help support your system with friendly microflora. All this from just one convenient formula.

With Dual Action Enzyme Probiotic Complex, you can get that "well-my-gut-feels-great" feeling every day! (Insert happy dance here)

Available at health, natural food and vitamin specialty stores.
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54 /7 Extraordinary Feats Your Brain Can Perform
From enhancing memory to reading people, our ordinary brain can do some amazing things. Here's how to access your superpowers.
By Eric Hassline, Ph.D.

64 / Tangled in Turmoil People with borderline personality disorder are caught in a palpable paradox—they yearn for closeness but drive away those most dear. A steady partner can be curative.
By Lisa Phillips

72 / The Relationship Bill of Rights No one's perfect, but every partner in a romantic relationship is entitled to at least three seven fundamental signs of respect from the person they've chosen to be with.
By Rebecca Matthews

80 / Web of Despair For people at risk of suicide, the internet offers both hazards and help. Bullying, social comparison, and distressing information blooms online—but so can compassion.
By Jesse Berling, Ph.D.